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PROPAGATION OF ANALYTICITY OF SOLUTIONS TO

THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR WEAKLY HYPERBOLIC

SEMI-LINEAR EQUATIONS

By

Yasuo Yuzawa

Abstract. We consider a weakly hyperbolic operator with constant

coefficients.We shall derive a priori estimates for it and by applying

the estimate we prove local existence of the solution of semi-linear

Cauchy problem and investigate the propagation of analyticityof the

solutions.

1. Introduction

We consider the linear partial differentialoperator of order m with constant

coefficients

P = P(Dt,Dx) = D? +

j+＼a＼<m,j<m

ajjaD{D'x

in the w+1 variables (f,x), where Dt = ―id/dt, DXk ― -id/dxk and Dx =

(DX],... ,DXn). Let Tmj(£) be the roots of the characteristic polynomial P(t, £) =

I" + Zj+＼*＼ZmJ<n,°J,**JZ* fOT J=h---,m-

Definition 1.1. Let s>＼. A differential operator P with a symbol P(r,£) is

said to be s-hyperbolic with respect to (1,0,0,... ,0) // there exists a non-negative

constant C such that

|Imrm,;(ai<C<O1A for all £e R＼

where <£> = Wl + |£|. Especially, when s ― oo, that is 1/5 = 0, P is said to be

hyperbolic with respect to t.
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From elementary considerationsit follows that

K-k-iM) =

1 m-k+l
E

for k = 0,... ,m, where we number the roots zm-kj(Q to be continuous and let

each Hm-k be a pseudo-differential operator with a symbol i/w_)t(T, £).Put Hu =

(Hou,H＼u,...,Hm-iu). We note that Hm^k is s-hyperbolic if P is s-hyperbolic.

From each polynomial Hm_k{?,C) we now create m ― k new polynomials

-^_/t-i(T' ^), 7 = 1,..., ≪7― A:,of degree m ―k ― 1, by crossing out one factor at

a time.

m ―Lr

7=1

(T - Tm-kj( ))
n

as the dual space of
s(Rn).

If p > 0, H
S(R")

is a Hilbert space with a norm

)Hl2. PutLa2(j?") = n>0<^")-

Theorem 1.1. Let 1 < s < so < oo. Assume that P is so-hyperbolic of order

m. Then for arbitrary T > 0 there are />0> 0, p＼< 0 and C > 0 such that to any

t e (0, T) and I > 0,

For a topologicalspace X we denote by Ck([0,T];X) the set of functions

which are k times differentiablein X with respect to t in [0, 71.

Hm-k{z,£)= H,-kM)

for k ―1,...,m.

We introduce some function spaces,called Gevrey classes,and theirnorms.

For p>0, s > 1, and m e R, we define

Hpms(Rn) = {u e L2X(R");(OVR"''fitf) 6 L^R")},

where u(C) stands for a Fourier transform of u(x) and for p < 0 defineH (Rn)

m-k+＼
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E. Larsson introduced the s-hyperbolicity in [8] and solved the Cauchy

problem for ^-hyperbolic operators in Gevrey classes by using Laplace trans-

formation. In this paper we shall obtain semi-group estimates of the solution to

the Cauchy problem for s-hyperbolic operators and moreover by applying this

estimates we can investigate propagation of analyticityof solutions to the Cauchy

problem.

We consider the following m+＼ polynomials Hm-k{?, £),£ = 0,...,m, which

result from m differentiationof P(r,£) with respect to x.

Hm-k{T,£) =
l-kP(r^)=ll(r-Tm.kj(m-k)＼ dk

m＼ drk
(0)



Propagation of analyticity of solutions

＼＼Hu(t,-)＼＼H' <C

( m

U=i

m-k+l et
E ii^-t≪(o.-)ii<,+jo IWV)llir<

for any u(t,x) e Cw([0, T];L*(Rn)), where p{t) = Plt + p0.

,*}
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We remark that when P is oo-hyperbolic, that is hyperbolic in the sense of

Garding, a priori estimate of P was derived by G. Peyser [10], [11]. Applying

Theorem 1.1, we can solve the Cauchy problem for semi-linear equations and

investigate the propagation of the analyticity of the solutions.

For s > 1 and open set B c Rn, we denote by yj,{B) the set of all functions

satisfying the following condition: there exists a constant C > 0 such that

|D>(x)| < C|a|!Val

for any x e B and a e N". Put y^(B) = [Jp>0 yps)(B) and yW(B) = f]p>0 y{ps＼B).

For Q, an open domain of Cm, we denote by (9{Q) the set of all holomorphic

functions in Q.

For an open set B in Rn and an open domain Q in Cn, we denote by

yps'(B;(9(0.)) the set of all functions which are in Gevrey class with respect to

x-variables and uniformly holomorphic with respect to z-variables,in the fol-

lowing sense: for any K (c=Q there exists a constant Ck > 0 such that

|I)*/(x,z)|<C*/?-ial|a|r,

for all x e B and z e K.

We consider the following semi-linear Cauchy problem in (0, T) x R":

(P{D)u(t,x) = F(t,x,Hu)

＼DJtu(0,x) = uj(x) y = 0,...,m-l,
['}

where F(t:x,z) is complex-valued function. Set u^(t, x)

The function

= ZU(it)Juj(x)/j＼

F:[O,T]xRn xQ-^C,

where Q. is open in Cm and contains the origin,is assumed to satisfythe

following conditions:

(Al)5: F(t,x,z) is continuous in t, belongs to Gevrey class y£}(Rn)with

respect to x and belongs to &(Q) with respect to z.

(A2)s: There existsa constant 02 > 0 such that

F{t,;HuM(t,-))eH'(R")
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Then we get the following local existence theorem and investigate the propagation

of analyticity of the solutions.

Theorem 1.2. Let I < s < sq and an integer I > In + 1. Assume that P be sq-

hyperbolic and F(t,x,z) satisfying(Al)5 and (A2)^. If Uj(x) belong to H^ s(Rn)

and Hu.(°＼t,x)runs in a compact set contained by Q, then there exist Ti e (0, T)

such that there exists a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with T = Tj.

Theorem 1.3. Let 1 < s < sq and I be suffciently large. Assume that P is sq-

hyperbolic and F(t,x,z) satisfies (Al)i and (A2)i, and besides assume that there

exists u{t,x) e Cm([0, T];L*(Rn)) a solution of Cauchy problem (1.1) with initial

data Uj{x) e L2s(Rn). Then if all initial values Uj(x) are analytic, that is there exists

r > 0 such that for j = 0,1,..., m ― 1,

Kuj(x)＼ <r-'al|a|! (1.2)

for all x e Rn and a e TV", then there exists r' > 0 such that

＼D$u(t,x)＼<r'-la'|a|! (1.3)

for any (t,x) e [0, T] x Rn and a e N".

Several resluts of the propagation of analyticity are known for non-linear

hyperbolic equations. S. Alinhac and G. Metivier [1] studied for strictlyhyperbolic

case. S. Spagnolo [12] treated a second order degenerate hyperbolic equations and

M. Cicognani and L. Zanghirati treated a higher order hyperbolic equations with

constant multiplicity.P. D'Ancona and S. Spagnolo [3] investigated the prop-

agation of analyticity for non-uniformly symmetrizable systems and K. Kajitani

and K. Yamaguti [7] treated uniformly symmetrizable systems.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we mention the fundamental properties for Gevrey classes.

Throughout the paper, we denote ||･ ||= ||･ H/,?^ and ||･ ||^ = ||･ ＼＼Hi,that is

Sobolev's norm. For v(x) = (ui(x),... ,vm(x)) we denote ||u||= ＼＼v＼＼＼+ ･･ ･ + ＼＼vm＼.

We introduce the semi-norms for y^(B) and y^＼B',&(Q)) as follows: for

ueyPiB),

W＼p,s,B= SUP
xeB,aeN"

＼D*xu{x)

＼a＼＼s

＼pla

and for / e y{ps＼B;(9{Q)),
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＼f＼p,s,B;K sup

xeB,zeK,oieNn

DZAx,z)＼pW

|a|!5
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where K is a compact set of Q. Now, we statesome well-known factsof their

classes.

Lemma 2.1. (i) Let a{x) y(ps)(B). Then for any p'e{O,p) and aeNn,

D*a(x) belongs to 5/;S'(B)and there existspositive constants C and a = o(p,p',s)

such that

Ka＼pl^B<C＼a＼p^B＼a＼l^~lcc^

where C is independent of p,p' and a.

(ii) Let f(x,z) be in y§{B;&{Q)), v,{x) in y${B) for j=＼,...,m. Set

v(x) = {vi{x),...,vm(x)) and ＼v＼a2,s,B= T,jl=i＼v＼a2,s,B-Assume that v(x) runs in

K, a compact set of Q, for all x e B. Then, there exists a constant a^ ―

o->>{a＼,O2,PK,n, ＼v＼ai
sB),

where pK is the convergence radius of /(x, ･), such that

f(x,v(x)) £y^(B) and satisfies

＼f(;v(-))＼<r3,s,B̂ Cn,m＼f＼ous,B;Ki

where Cn_m depends only on the dimensions n and m.

For m R we denote by Sm the usualsymbol classof order m, and introduce

the semi-norms as follows:for a e Sm

where a?l

＼a＼
(m)

I

<$(*.≪!
sup ―― n

(x,£) means D^5|a(x, £).Next we define the symbols of Gevrey class

in Rn. For s > 1 and A > 0, we denote by y^Sm the set{aeSm; satisfyingthat

for any / N,

Am)
Ha.s.I = SUP

＼a{a)(x £) AW

x,ZeR*,＼*+fi＼Zl{O^W5
< oo}

and let ysSm = f]A>0 yjSm. We note that y^(Rn) is contained in yjSm(Rn)

For p > 0 we define ep<-Dx *̂ by

e^V) = eix^p(-^lsu{Q d£,

for u e H

FtJ
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Let A(t,£)―p(t)(O^s, where p(t)is a positive decreasing function on [0, T].

We denote by eACk([0, T];Hl) the set of functions satisfying e^<Dx>l/'u(t,x) e

Ck([0,nHl).

Lemma 2.2. (i) Assume that I is large enough. Then there exisits a constant

C＼ such that

HHI/#, ^ ci＼＼u＼＼hpis＼＼v＼＼hI,

for any u,veHps, where C＼ is independent of u and v.

(ii) ep(Dx^
s

maps from Hlp, s to Hlpl__p
s

continuously.

(iii) a pseudo-differential operator a(x, Dx) e ysSm maps from Hp
s

to Hpl~m

continuously.

(iv) Let ap(x,Dx) = e-P<D*>X/a{x,Dx)eP<D^/s for aey*Sm. If ＼p＼<

(A%n2ls)~lAlls, then ap(x,Dx) belongs to Sm and satisfies

Am)
^ I

Am)
ap＼＼ < Ci＼a＼＼>

where C＼is independent of a.

(v) If ＼p＼< (4Sn2/sylAl/s, then

＼＼au＼＼H,s^C^al^^HMll^

for any a(x)ey^(Rn) and ueH^R").

The proof of thislemma is givenin Proposition 2.3 of [6]

3. A Priori Estimate

We shall derive a priori estimate in Gevrey class Hlps(Rn) for ^-hyperbolic

equation. Since all Hm_k are ^-hyperbolic with respect to (1,0,0,..., 0), there is a

C > 0 such that

|Im tm-kM)＼ < C(O]/S for all f e Rn (3.1)

for j = 1,...,m ―k, and k = 0,..., m.

Put v(t,x) = ep^Dx^/su(t,x), where p(t) ―pxt + p0 and we define u(t,£)by

the Fourier transform of u(t,x) with respect to x. Then we have

e"U<D*>l*P{Dt,Dx)u(t,x) = P&t + iPl<Dxy/＼Dx)v(t,x)-

So.
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1m{(Hm-k(Dt + iPl <Ol/s, £)v{t,Z)Hm-k-＼ (A + iPi <O1/j, ^)fi(/,0
}

= Imi m―k
H(Dt + iPl(Ol/s-Tm-kj<t)) v{t^)

x (m-k)-1

1

2

m―k
£

{m-kyl
di

H(Dt + iPl(Ol/s-Tm-kj(Z))

.1*1

m―k
£

1=1

KtA)

H(Dt + iPl(O1/s-Tm-kj(Z)) v{t

m―k
+ (m - k)-1 £((/>!<O1/a - Im rm-kAQ)

/=i

X

Since (3.1), for any Co > 0

any k = 1,...,m and j = 1....

for all £eRn. Put

there exists

m ―k.

t(t,Z)

2

0

2
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(3.2)

a negative constant px such that to

MO1A - Im rw^ ,■(£)<-C0<O1A

Am(f,0 = l^(A + vi<O1/j,0^0l2

Kmdt^) = (m-k+iyl
m-k+l
£

1=1

Y[(Dt + iPl<O-Tm-k+lJ(£) v(t,£)

for k = 1,...,m.

We note that by virtue of Schwarz' Inequality,

*,,_*(*,0 > ＼Hm.k(Dt + iPl<O1A,Z)v(t,Z)＼2 (0<k<m).

From (3.2) and (3.3), we have

1 3 mI 0
^＼

2*£t Km-k{t^)+mC,(OX/s
m

£

k=＼

Km-k(t,Z)

2

(3.3)

(3.4)

< -lm[(Hm.k(Dt + ipx(OXlsA)KtA)Hm-k-i{Dt + iPl<O1/s,0^,0}

Multiplying <£>2/ and integrating with respect to £ over Rn both sides,
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1 d

lit

<

2/

m£

JR"
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m ≫

YiKn,-k(t,£) dt + mCo <O2/<O1A

k=＼ JR"

m
£

k=i

Im
[

{(O2l(Hm-k+lv(t,Z)Hm-kv(t^)} d£
JR"

<o2'
m

£

k=＼

Kn-kfrQdZ

Kn-kfaQdt

JR" l }

Therefore, if Co is sufficiently large,

＼iti<ov±^-^)^

*" k=＼

By virtue of Gronwall's inequality, we have Theorem 1.1.

We note that if Uj{x) = 0, then £ti EJL'^ K-A^ Olli^ = °-

Corollary 3.1. Consider the following Cauchy problem in [0, 71 x R"

P(D)u(t,x)=f(t,x)

D{u(O, x) = uAx) j = O,...,m-＼

For any T>0 there exists A(t,£)= (pxt + p0)(Ol/s such that

unique solution of this problem in eACm([Q,T};Hl(Rn)) for

e*C([O,T];Hl(R")) and Uj{x) e H'{R≫).

there

any

(3.5)

exists a

4. Local Existence Theorem

In thissection,we shallprove Theorem 1.2 by using standard contraction

mapping method.

At first,we shallprove thistheorem in the case allu;(x)= 0:

j P(D)u{t,x) = G(t,x,Hu)
j

D/w(Q, x) = 0 y = O,...,/n-l

(4.1)
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We define for T＼e (0, T] and M > 0,

Xt,,m ―

{

u(t,x);Hu{t,x)eeAC([O,T1];HI{Rn) and

＼＼u＼＼Xt= sup ＼＼e^<D^lsHu{t,x)＼＼{l)<M

1 te[O,Ji]

where pit) is given by Theorem 1.1, depending on T＼.

}
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Lemma 4.1. Let an integer I be large enough. Assume that G(t,x,z) satisfies

the following conditions:

(Bl)s: there exsists a constant jix > 0 such that G(t,x,z)e

C([O,T＼];y^(Rn]&(Q.))), where Q. is open neighborhood of the origin in Cm.

(B2)s: there exists a constant fi2 > 0 such that G{t,x,O) e C([0, Ti];Hl (Rn)).

Then there exist constants M > 0 and T＼ > 0 such that G(t,x,w(t,x)) belongs

to eAC([0,Tl];Hl(Rn))for any w(t,x) in XTuM, where A= {pxt + pQ)(Dxyx's is

given in Theorem 1.1.

Proof. Let K be a compact neighborhood of the origin contained in Q.

Since G satisfiesthe conditions (Bl)5, there exisitsa constant pK such that for any

＼z＼< pK, G can expand into power series of z:

G{t, x, z) = G(t, x,0) + J2^ (d≪G)(t, x, Q)z*

By virtue of Sobolev's lemma, we pick M > 0 small enough, hence that

＼Hw{t,x)＼ < pK for any (t,x) e [0, T{] x Rn. Then,

＼＼eAG(triHw(t,-))＼＼{l)<＼＼eAG(trM＼{l)+J2

a>0

-}＼＼eA(d*G)(t,-,O)-(Hw(t,-)r＼＼{l)

(4.2)

From the assumption (B2)^ and Lemma 2.2, we pick p0 > 0 and T＼> 0 small

enough, if necessary, hence that ＼＼eAG(t,-,0)|Ln is bounded and moreover,

||eA(^G)(r,-,0)-(i/w(v))a||(/)<C≪|(^G)(r,-,0)L ,.≪-lkA(^a ･))"!!(/)

<Cn＼G(t,;-)＼a2

<Cni

(

QM

Pk

)

,R,KxlpKlalC^-l＼＼eAHw(t,.)＼＼M

°*＼G(t,;-)L.R-.K
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Therefore we pick M small enough again, if necessary, hence that the right hand

side of (4.2) converges. Thus the proof of Lemma 4.1 is finished. ■

For weXTuM we denote an operator > from XTuM to eACm([0, Ti];Hl(Rn))

by O(w>) = u which is a solution of the following Cauchy problem,

fp(D)u(t,x) = G{t,x,Hw)

{DJtu(0,x) =0 7 = 0,...,am- 1.
l " j

From Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4.1, we have a unique solution in

eACm([0, Ti];Hl(Rn)). Moreover,

Lemma 4.2. There exist T2 e (0, T＼] and M > 0 such that

(i) O w a mapping from Xt2,m into itself.

ill)

for any v,v' e XTl m-

＼R(v)-R(v')＼＼Xt

2

<-＼＼v-v'＼＼Xt

2

Proof. Let v belong to Xjum and u be O(u). From Theorem 1.1 and

Lemma 4.1,

＼＼eAHu(t,-)||(/)< Cn
f

||eAG(f',-,/fo)||(/) A'

{|kAG(r',-,0)||(/)+ |G(/,v)|ff2!55i?^}^

for any t [0,T＼]. Therefore we pick J2 e (0, T＼] small enough, then

＼＼eAG(t,x,Hv)＼＼([j<M for all veXTi,m, so that (i) is proved. Similarly,

lkA(O(i;)-OM)ll(/)

Jo

f1
eA＼

h
VyG{t',x,Hv' + 6(Hv - Hv')) dO ■{Hv - Hv')

<CT2＼＼v-v'＼＼Xt2,

where C is independent of T2. Then choose

CT2 < 1/2. Thus the proof of (ii)is finished.

(/)

dt'

small T2 again, if necessary,

■
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Hence, there exists a unique solution of Cauchy problem (4.1) in Xj2,m by

virtue of the fixed point theorem. In order to solve the general case, the Cauchy

problem (1.1),we change the unknown function w(t,x) = u(t,x) ―u^(t,x). Then

we can reduce the problem (1.1) to (4.3) by the next Lemma. Thus the proof of

Theorem 1.2 is finished.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that F(t,x,z) satisfiesthe conditions (Al)5 and (A2)5.

Then there exsist constants T' > 0 and M > 0 swc/2 ?Aa? /or any w(t,x) e Xj＼m,

G(t,x,z) = F(t,x,z + w(t,x)) satisfiesthe conditions (Bl)s and (B2)s in Lemma

4.1.

In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we essentiallyuse Lemma 2.1.We omit the

proof of thislemma.

5. Propagation of Analytkity

We introduce semi-norms in C([to,ti];L*(Rn)).Let an integerN > 2 and a

real numbel re (0,11. We denote

to,ti
u r.N

sup

t'e(to,ti],2£＼p＼<,N

ll^ll^ Hfl-2

T2(＼fi＼)

for u e C([to,t{＼;L]{Rn)),where p(t) is a positive decreasing function, ^(/c) =

Xok＼k~2for k > 1 and F2(0) = Ao. We can pick X$ such that

^ ( a,V2(|a'|
+ fc)r2(|a- a'|)< r2(|a|+ A:)

a'<a ＼ /

for any k e N and aeNn. In brief we write ＼u＼r^N= ＼u＼fy1if there

confusion.

≫

f

Lemma 5.1. Let VieC([tQ,h]＼L2s{Rn)), i=l,...,n and

V2 '''v"" for P E Nn. Then there is a constant Q > 0 such

(i) for 2 < ＼fi＼< N,

and

is no

we denote t/

that

＼v＼N<cfX( sup ＼＼v{t＼-)＼＼H,+]+r2＼v＼
N＼

＼v＼N

＼to<t'<tl *')- J
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(ii) for ＼fi＼> N,

＼V ＼r.N ― C0

'

{

sup

2<j<N

2<＼x＼<N

Yasuo Yuzawa

I sup ＼＼v(t,-)＼＼Hi＼

＼to<t'<tx ^'SJ

/ II / / Ml 2l I
X'"'"1!

[ SUP lly(^-)lli/'+; +^KiV] H,N

+ sup

2<j<N

(sup ＼＼v(tf,-)＼＼H,+]
yl

where constant Co depends only on the dimension n.

(iii)Let a e y^{Rn), that is an entirefunction, and v e L^(Rn), then for any

r e (0,1] and N>2,

a(X)V(x)＼r,N̂ Cn＼a＼p,XRn＼v＼^N,

where p' = max{5r,n(p(0)/24)s＼ and the constant Cn depends only on the di-

mension n.

The proof of thislemma can be seen K. Kajitaniand K. Yamaguti [7].The

last term in the righthand side of (iii)of Lemma 5.1is lacked in Lemma 3.1

in [7].

Now, we shallprove Theorem 1.3.From the assumption, for any e > 0 there

is t > 0 such that

＼＼u(t,-)-u(kr,-)＼＼H,+i<e
p{t).s

for t e [kx, (k + 1)t], k = 0,1,..., [T/x] - 1 and t e [[T/x], T], where [jc]stands for

the greatest integer not greater than x. From the assumption (1.2), there exist

constants C > 0 and n > 0 such that

＼＼DlHuQ＼kT,.)＼＼H, <OrW|a|!

Put v(t,x) = u(t,x) - m(0)(>,*)･ Then

Pv(t,x) =F(t,x,Hu(t,x)) -Pu{0){t,x) = Fit, x, Hv(t, x) + Hu{0)(t, x)) - Pu{0)(t, x)

We define G(t,x,z) = F{t,x,z + Hu^(t,x)) - Pu^(t,x), and

G(t,x,z) satisfies(Bl)i and (B2)i. To differentiateboth sides,

PD%v(t, x)

by Lemma 4.3,

then we have

D*{F(t,x,Hv{t,x) + Hu<-0)(t,x))) - PDaxii{0＼t,x),
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and we denote Ga by the right hand side.Now DJtv(0,x) = 0 for j = 0,1,...,m ―I,

therefore from Theorem 1.1 we obtain

＼＼eAHD≪v(t,･)!!(/)<
f

＼＼eAG^x)＼＼(l)dt' (5.1)

for any t e [0,t], where A = p(t)(Dx}1/s is given by Theorem 1.1. For simplicity

we write INL^) = lkAw||m- By virtue of Lemma 5.1, for any 2 < a < N,

＼D≪F(t,;Hv(t,-)+Hu(°＼tr))＼＼{m

<＼＼DZF{t,.,HuW(t,.))＼＼{p{t))

+ ^/T1 ＼＼D"x(^F(t,-,Hu^(t, .)){Hv(t,-))%p{[))

B>0

< r2(|a|)r-|a|+2

+

/-(*,.,/fc/0>(f,-))U

T^-l＼(d^F)(t,^Hu^(t,-))(Hv(t,-))＼N

/?>0

< r2(＼a＼)r^+2

+

/?>0

{

|F(f,.,//ii(0>(f,.))u

^F(t,;H^0)(t,-))Li,R'＼(Hv)＼tN

= r2(|a|)r-l≪l+2

i
E

0<|/?|<2

+

}

|f(f,.,//l/0>(f,-))l v

E

2<＼fi＼<N

+
E

＼0＼>N

}

fi＼-l＼d!F{trMO){t,-))＼Vl,i,R'＼(Hv)＼N

where vi > max{5r,n(p(0)/24)s}. From the assumption, for fixed t, there exists

a compact set K c Q. such that {Hu^(t, x);x R"} c K. Then by Lemma 4.3,

there exists a constant vi > 0 such that

|dfF(V,/fa<°>(/,･))!,,,*≫< Cn＼F{t,;-)＼ViXRn.^＼v^

for any BeNm. For sufficientlysmall e, we have
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F(t,;Hv(t,-) + HuM(t,-))＼＼{m

< r2(|a|)r-lal+2
{

|F(f,.,Jfti<°>(f,-))U

< F2(N)r-W+2

+1

!

＼HvlN +

+

＼P＼>N

i＼F(t

|J8| = 1

+ £ +E|

2<＼p＼<N ＼P＼>N ＼

^m＼F(trr)Li,R--,K＼(Hv)＼N

,;HuM{t,-))＼rN + Cn＼F(t,;-)＼V2iliR*.K

2<＼P＼<N

-WrW-l(F + r2＼Hv＼ )M~l＼Hv
＼ C0 le + r ＼nv＼r,N) ＼nV r,N

v-|flrl/*|-lJ/?|-2( V
vi ^o b { 2―d

(2<|7|<iV

< r2(|a|)r-lal+2

Here we choose r

where

Then,

(s + r2＼HvlN)M-l＼Hv＼N+82

i

＼F(t,-,Hu(°＼t,-))＼r,N+ OF(t,-,-)＼V2A)R,,:K

where C＼

xJ
^

(e + i*＼Hv＼rtN)s＼Hv＼rA.

7=0 J

r(t) ― roe~＼ where 0 < r0 < 1. Denote

yN(t) = sup r(t')＼Hv＼r{t,)N,

0<t'<t

＼V＼r(t),N
― sup {＼＼Div＼＼Hli r(t')W-2r2(＼P＼r1}

0<t'<r,2<＼B＼<N pit)-s

＼＼D*xF(t,-,Hv(t,-)+Hu

< r2(|a|)r-W+2

= |F(f,.,tftt<0>(*,.))lr

＼Hv＼r{tlN<c
{

(OV))IW≫

M
N

N-l

7=0

+ C'＼F(t

(

■+
N-＼
£<

/=0

r,-)Ll, *≪;*･ TtlUS

£+ yN{t'))j＼Hv＼r{t,lN

･

from (5

)'

1),

}
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yN(t) <c＼!

Jo

/ N-l ＼

＼ 7=0 /

From thisinequality, we have VnU) < £for ?G [0,t]

dt'
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if we choose rn > 0 small

enough. In fact,assume that there Is t＼e [0,t] such that yN(h) = £and ^#(0 < £

for te(0,t＼). Since ^tv(O) = 0, we have t＼> 0.

[Ill

yN(t) < c

( 1

It follows from (5.1) that

yN(t'))*1

2fi

for te [0,?i).We note that the constants C, s and tq can be chosen independent

of N. Therefore we obtain yN(t) < Cr0 exp(Q/(l - 2e)) for f£[0,*i). This

contradicts Jat(?i)= e, if we choose ro > 0 small enough.

Thus we can get ^(r) < e for fe[0, t]. By induction, there is a constant

r' > 0 such that |D^(/,x)| < Cr'!al|a|!for (t,x) e [0,T] x R" and consequently

Theorem 1.3 is proved.
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